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          WebViewer Version: 8.3.0

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)? yes

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos? No

Are you using the WebViewer server? 8.3.0

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers?  No

Is your issue related to a front-end framework? No

Is your issue related to annotations?

No

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

particular doc showing infinite loading in webviewer

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

showing “‘initialDoc’ array length doesn’t match ‘extension’ array length.” in console loading doc.

but, I doest not added the extension param

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Asset caching recommendations
                    


                    How to avoid 'annotationChanged' event while importing existing annotations on initial webviewer load?
                    

                    Web Viewer takes long time to load in Internet Explorer 10
                    

                    Loading PNG's not working after upgrading to 8.7.0
                    

                    Where is the tool name list?
                    

                    Webviewer: Bookmark color
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Loading errors - Failed to load document. The document is either corrupt or not a valid PDF document.
	Convert image to PDF in JavaScript - Using WebViewer
	Multi-Tab - Multiple Tabs in WebViewer
	WebViewer is loading in an infinite loop

APIs:	Extension
	Core. WebViewerServerAnnotationManager - An
	Core - options

Forums:	The Webviewer is too slow when I use in Interner explorer in my react -app
	Pdftron web server
	Issue with Web viewer server
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